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Originally not conceived as art, this work came into being in 1969. It began with a gift of a pair of Ring-necked Mourning doves and lead to the design of their environment. The doves were given free rein of my studio. A bicycle wheel was hung for a perch. The wheel spun whenever the birds landed and there they rested and slept. An adaptation of a Zen archer’s target was nailed to the floor below. The studio was cleaned daily except for the target. Gallon bowls of water, grit and feed were provided. I first saw it as a collaboration and then as a piece when the birds constructed a nest made from wire and string taken from the studio and hair from my brush. An egg was hatched in this nest. In spring when the chick was old enough, the birds flew away. Plain Air premiered at the first Boston Museum School review. Apart from photographs, the material trace of the work up till then, resides in 1969 bronze and silver casts of broken eggshells.

This review, an exhibition in a New York gallery and two museums exhibitions, are documented here. For the first time a prospectus for a permanent outdoor installation is also included. Twenty years after the first installation, Plain Air was recreated for two months at the Sandra Gering Gallery in New York. A pair of Ring-necked Mourning doves, a 27-inch bicycle wheel, and a Zen archer’s target were displayed. To make the mullioned windows visible to the birds, each pane was brushed with a stroke of white gesso. A waxed-glass room divider was stenciled with the title. Twigs wire, and yarn were left for nest lining. Viewers were invited to contribute. The gallery was cleaned daily except for the target that was later exhibited on the wall. The exhibition continued on the floor below with the original silver and bronze casts.

The following year in 1990 Plain Air was presented at the Mattress Factory Museum in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. As the gallery space was the whole ground floor, the size of the elements was increased, including the size of the birds. This time a mated pair of Roller pigeons, a 48-inch bicycle wheel, a 60-inch archer’s target were used. The breed of pigeon was also selected because of its ornamental ability to tumble or roll in the air. A triangular canvas nest was fitted into one corner. Viewers came and went directly from the street into the gallery, while
the birds turned the space into their habitat. In time two eggs were hatched. The chicks were learning to fly when they were returned to their breeder.

The last Plain Air exhibition was mounted in 1991 at PS1 Contemporary Art Center in New York. As the space was larger than any thus far, two pairs of Flight pigeons along with two wheels and two targets were added. The wheels with targets below were positioned diagonally across the center of the room. Both wheels were hung at a seventy-two inch height. A couple of triangular nests were set at opposite corners at an eight-foot height. The windowpanes were again brushed with white gesso. When their food was in place, the birds were brought in. Immediately they flew to the wheels. As usual all was tended except the targets. One morning a week before closing, the windows were opened and after a few days the birds departed. An edition of five portfolios documenting this exhibition was made each containing a suite of nine silver gelatin prints. One is in the permanent collection of the Art Institute of Chicago.

*Plain Air* was my first sound sculpture. This was most apparent during the PS1 exhibition with the double pair of pigeons. Daily, after eating and ritualistic preening, each of the birds flew to one corner of the room to a wooden room-support near the ceiling. There they began a cooing cycle that continued for several hours. Beginning with out-of-phase rounds, after three quarters of an hour, the birds gradually came into sync, winding their song into a hypnotic crescendo. A pause would follow, then softly they would start again. This pattern repeated many times. This lead to my second sound sculpture in 1998, *Radio Rocks*, which draws signals from local, world band short wave and outer space radio emissions.

Revisiting *Plain Air* in 1989, my first gold eggshell was cast. The mold was destroyed. Later that year another unique gold cast, titled *IV Nothing*, series was acquired by the Art Institute of Chicago. In 2000 with a nod to Grimm’s tale, the first goose eggshell was cast in gold. It premiered at Stalke Gallery in Copenhagen. These casts made over a thirty year span—first bronze, then silver, and finally gold—realized an inevitable metamorphosis of materials.
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Exhibition Chronology

Artist’s home / studio, 80 Elm Street, Cambridge, Massachusetts
32-inch diameter oil on canvas Zen archer’s target
one gallon bowls filled with birdseed, water, grit
doves create nest from wire, yarn, string and hair
mated pair of Ring-necked Mourning doves
27-inch bicycle wheel

October 1 – November 23, 1989
Sandra Gering Gallery, 14 West 11th Street, New York
nest building material; audience invited to add material
32-inch diameter oil on canvas Zen archer’s target
white gesso paint strokes on mullioned windows
one gallon bowls filled with birdseed, water, grit
waxed glass room divider stenciled with title
mated pair of Ring-necked Mourning doves
33-inch deep canvas nest
27-inch bicycle wheel

June 7 – August 9, 1990
Mattress Factory Museum, 1414 Monterey Street, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
nest building material; audience invited to add material
60-inch diameter oil on canvas Zen archer’s target
one gallon bowls filled with birdseed, water, grit
glass waxed front windows with stenciled title
mated pair of Roller pigeons
33-inch deep canvas nest
48-inch bicycle wheel

March 27 – June 23, 1991
PS1 Contemporary Art Center, Long Island City, New York
two 60-inch diameter oil on canvas Zen archer’s targets
nest building material; audience invited to add material
white gesso paint strokes on mullioned windows
one gallon bowls filled with birdseed, water, grit
two mated pairs of Flight pigeons
two 33-inch deep canvas nests
two 48-inch bicycle wheels
Dove Bradshaw?
Well, I mentioned before her involvement with materials that are in flux. Some of the more recent ones are birds, and birds of course fly and have eggs, doing various things, and she thinks of the life of the birds and their activities as her work.

How does she incorporate them into her work?
By using birds as her materials.

As her subject?
Not her subject, but her materials. She would get two birds and put them in the gallery, and give them a place.

Are those live birds?
Yes. To sit on a bicycle wheel. For instance, there will be two birds. The question is are they going to make love and are they going to have eggs: What’s going to happen?

John Cage

In 1969…[Bradshaw] welcomed the free flight [of birds] in her studio, without consciously designating it as a work of art. After a while, playfully tipping her hat to Duchamp, she hung a bicycle wheel from the ceiling for a perch. Next, to echo its shape, she put a Zen archery target on the floor beneath the wheel, not least as a reference to Jasper Johns…Somewhat as in Duchamp’s Unhappy Ready-made, the work was set up by her, but completed by natural forces out of her control.

… While the doves were flying in her studio, Bradshaw cast a broken eggshell in bronze. This was the predecessor of a number of later eggshell works castings in bronze, silver and gold. Always the eggs are broken; the birds have flown the coop. The shards of shells mark the itinerary of their births and point to their ephemerality. Emptiness lies inside the broken shells like a question mark. This was the beginning of indeterminacy in her oeuvre.

Thomas McEvilley
Art Historian
Dove Bradshaw: Nature, Change and Indeterminacy,
Mark Batty, LLC, West New York, NJ and London, 2003
McEvilley: It’s her namesake work…and she’s repeated it. It seems…she’s put some special emphasis on it. You mentioned that her work has a certain sense of scientific experiment…

Cage: Yes

McEvilley: Which again in terms of art history, goes back to Duchamp, specifically to the Three Standard Stoppages of 1913, in which he developed a quasi-scientific procedure for creating these three lines that don’t show the prejudice of a hand or a taste or a habit system. Dove, by introducing the birds into a gallery and providing stuff so they might build a nest has brought nature into the place of culture. The context redefines things so, when the doves make the nest, it’s as if they’re making art. On one level it’s similar to the strategy of Lamonte Young years ago when he released a butterfly on the stage and that was the concert. But it’s different too, because the doves will change the space in ways we can perceive. What will it look like after they have redesigned it for a week or a month?....The bicycle wheels and the targets under it which will be marked by bird droppings are on the one hand a lineage, references to Duchamp and Johns….

The bird droppings are the semi-random activity of nature, but here is a focus. The birds have their own habit system which is a kind of parody of our sense of goal orientation, because of course to the dove it doesn’t matter what part of the target it falls on. This is consistent, as she says, with the Zen archer’s disinterest in hitting a bull’s-eye. On the one hand, it’s very historicized, in our moment, which is so full of art historical referencing, because it contains these incorporations of Duchamp and Johns. On the other hand, it is devoted to letting nature alone.

Cage: It doesn’t even seem to be art… when [it] is seen in a museum it will be the most unlikely experience for a museum to give.
There was something companionable and warm about the installation, with the unpretentious works scattered seemingly casually through the real living quarters. There was an interface between art and life that was echoed by the presence of the birds.

...A stencil of the words plein air (after the bicycle wheel, a second Duchampian reference) was negatively inscribed on a glass partition in the room...Bradshaw altered the Western-style target into a Zen archer’s target, which has no scores marked on it. The bird droppings accumulating randomly on the target confronted nature and culture with their different kinds of purposiveness....

The German poet Schiller once remarked that he wrote poetry the way birds sing—as a completely natural and spontaneous act. In his tradition the remark seems a reference to the myth of the young Siegfried who, having been raised in the forest, understood the language of the birds. Bradshaw has somewhat ironically reversed this conflation, leaving the birds to make the art in front of a human audience. Thus, the similarities between the pre-Modern and the post-Modern are made clear in the way that both indict the distinction between nature and culture as a kind of a sham.

Thomas McEvilley  
ArtForum, April, 1990  
Review of Plain Air, Sandra Gering Gallery, 1989

.... Bradshaw’s repetitions and extension of ideas over time resembles memory’s ceaseless reshaping of experience appearing and reappearing, [Plain Air] has repeated or reconstituted while it is also already a memory. ...The routines developed by the birds, the viewer’s participation in their lives, the drama of whether birds would mate and rear young, and the curious practical problems posed by the presence of birds indoors, all are aspects of the piece.

Ellen Handy  
Curator of the International Center of Photography, New York  
Time, Memory and the Limits of Photography, Photography Quarterly,  
The Center for Photography at Woodstock, 1995
PM: There’s quite a different quality to this installation—what led you to it?

DB: I didn’t think of it as art in my original involvement. It was part of life. As a student I was given two birds in a cage. I let them out and watched. At first they didn’t know how to fly. Later they’d land on things that wouldn’t support them—they had no sense of their body weight. They changed the space in my house. They’d fly to a high nook, for instance which you had never paid attention to—they’d walk on the floor, explore the most unexpected corners—in a way redefine the space to their own needs.

PM: Aren’t they usually frightened of people?

DB: The birds have been here for a week getting used to the space and have handled well the occasional visitor. We’re going to have an all day opening hoping to spread out the visitors.

PM: What are these other components in the installation?

DB: I’ve suspended a bicycle wheel for the birds to activate…

PM: An “updated” Duchamp?

DB: It was affection for that piece which influenced me. The birds loved to spin on their wheel. And then, only half hidden, they started to construct a nest from hair taken from my brush, and from thread and wire I had lying about. All of this intrigued me, but it wasn’t until then that I found myself identifying it as a piece.

PM: And you’ve replicated this situation?

DB: In certain respects. Now people are invited to bring next building materials as well. Also, I’ve laid a target on the floor under the wheel and marked the windows to make the glass visible to the birds.

PM: I’ve noticed that your work looks different each show I’ve seen…

DB: I seem to be again and again led to different areas and materials.
Prototype Dovecot with Birds
Photograph: Nile Valley, 1977
The work could find a permanent site in a dovecot I designed in the eighties after traditional Nile Valley mud cots. Dependent on the outdoor location, there could be a single one or a series spread out on the grounds of a sculpture park. The cots of a fine grey mud would be painted in various white-washed patterns of my design. Like the Nile cots their domed roofs would disport long sticks for outside perches projecting from small holes allowing the birds to come and go. Their floors would be earthen. The cots each would have different pairings of perch and target: In one a bottle rack would hang over a recreation of Duchamp’s Rotorelief No 8 Laterne Chinoise. In another a metal coil would unspool over a re-creation of Duchamp’s Rotoreliefs No 3 Cerceaux; in a third, a hat rack would be suspended over a canvas chessboard; in a fourth the original combination of bicycle wheel and Zen archer’s target. The targets are painted combinations of black, white and red. When all preparation is complete a flock of Ring-necked Mourning doves would be introduced.
Spiral Perch

After Marcel Duchamp’s Rotorelief No 8 Cerceaux
Middle opposite page
Bottlerack after Marcel Duchamp

After Marcel Duchamp’s Rotorelief No 3 Laterne Chinoise
Rotoreliefs: 11 o’clock page 22
Hat rack after Marcel Duchamp

Painted canvas chessboard
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